Determining Volume of 2D nanomaterials and Hydrogenated Reconstructed Klein edges
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Abstract
Materials mechanical constants such as Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio or bulk modulus rely on knowledge of applied force and the precise dimensions of a material. However the concept of cross-sectional area (e.g. wall thickness of CNTs) and volume (e.g. graphene sheet) become difficult to define as material size decreases towards the atomic scale. In the current study we propose to define material volume based on an isosurface of the electron density, such that the average nano-object electron density matches that of a related parent bulk system [1]. This new approach is universal, valid for a wide range of different geometries (tubes, sheets, …), and accurately reproduces previous geometry specific studies [2]. It also leads to surprising new physics. While Young’s Modulus is often considered purely a function of bond strength we demonstrate with this approach the importance of changing volume. As an example we show that shifting the Fermi level directly modifies the graphene mechanical constants, showing doping-tunable mechanical response.

Via density functional calculations we show that the zigzag edge is not the most stable hydrogenated edge in the <21\ Texttaske{10}> orientation. Instead a parallel cut results in a Klein edge structure (Figure 1), which when reconstructed [3] and hydrogenated is significantly more stable than the zigzag (Figure 2). The resultant structure, and its associated structural variants, have stabilities approaching that of the armchair edge [4,5].
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